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Qualifying Examination 

1. Norms, Condition Numbers and Linear Equations 

Question 1.1. 

(a) Assume that A E cmxn. Define the one-norm JIAlli. two-norm llAJJ2, and 
infinity norm llAlloo of A. Show that 

m 

(b) Assume that DE cnxn with D = diag(d1,d2, ... ,dn). Prove that the matrix 
p-norm is such that llDllP = max19:sn 1<41 for all 1 ~ p ~ oo. 

Question 1.2. 

(a) Consider the subtraction x = a-b of two real numbers a and b such that a =fa b. 
Suppose that a and b are the result of making a relative perturbation ..da and 
.db to a and b. Find the relative error of x = a - bas an approximation to x 
and hence find a condition number for the operation of subtraction. Assume 
that all calculations are done in exact arithmetic. 

(b) State the standard rounding-error model for floating-point arithmetic. Given 
three representable numbers a, b and c, compute the backward and forward 
relative error for the floating-point value s of the expression s = ab+c. Describe 
a situation in which s bas large forward error, but small backward error. 

Question 1.3. Assume that A E lRnxn is symmetric positive definite. 

(a) Prove the following: 

(i) °'ii > 0, for all i; 
{ii) liti; I ~ J°'iia;;, for all i and j; and 
{iii) ID8.X.j,j la.;;I = ID8.X.j au. 

(b) Prove that A may be factorized as A = LDLT, where L is unit lower-triangular 
and D is diagonal with positive diagonal elements. 
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fl. Nonlinear Equations and Optimization 

2. Nonlinear Equations and Optimization 

Question 2.1. 

(a) Define the Frobenius norm of A E cmxn. 

s 

{b) Prove that for any s E lRn, it holds that llssTllF = llsll~- Hence show that 
U* = (y - As)sT jsTs solves the optimization problem 

min { llUllF I U E IR.nxn, (A+ U)s = y}, 

where A E IR.nxn, and s and y are given fixed vectors in lRn. 

(c) Give a brief discussion of the significance of part (b) in reference to Broyden's 
method for multivariate zero finding. 

Question 2.2. Let f: D ~ lRn 1-+ lR be a twice continuously differentiable function 
with gradient vector 'Vf(x). 

(a) Consider the quadratic model qk(x) =bk+ aI(x - xk) + !(x - Xk)TB(x - Xk), 
where bk is a scalar, ak is an n-vector and B is a given fixed symmetric positive
definite matrix. Find the values of ak and b1c that define a model with function 
value and gradient equal to f(x1c) and 'Vf(x1c). Find the solution Pk of the 
quadratic subproblem 

Prove that Pk is a descent direction for f(x) at Xk· 

(b) Prove that Pk is a solution of the problem 

minimize r\lf(xk) 
pERn ilPils ' 
p#O 

where llPlls = (pT Bp) 112. Briefly discuss the significance of this result. 

Question 2.3. Let F: 'D ~ lRn i--+ lRm be a continuously differentiable function on 
an open convex set 'D. We seek a zero of F by minimizing the scalar-valued function 
f(x) = llF(x)i12. Let Xk and Pk denote vectors in lRn such that xk E 'D and Pk =J. 0. 

(a) If F(xk) =J. 0 and tp is the univariate function !;?(a) = llF(xk + apk)i12, find 
an expression for the directional derivative ip'{a) in terms of F(xk + apk) and 
F'(xk + apk)· 

(b) If Pk is the least-length solution of minp llF(xk) + F'(xk)Pi12, derive the condi
tions under which Pk is a descent direction for llFll2 at Xk· 

( c) Derive the termination criterion for a backtracking line search to be used in 
conjunction with the direction Pk defined in part (b). Derive the backtrack
ing termination criterion for the special case where F : V ~ Rn 1-+ lRn and 
rank(F') = n. 
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3. Approximation and Numerical ODEs 

In this part, we assume that a, b E JR with a < b. We also denote by P n the set of 
all polynomials of degree :::; n for an integer n ~ 0. 

Question 3.1. 

(a) Let f E C1[a,b] and e > 0. Prove that there exists a polynomial p such that 

max lf(x) - p(x)I < e 
a$z$b 

and max lf'(x) - p'(x)I < e. 
a$:r:Sb 

(b} Find the least.-squares approximation in '.P1 of the function /{x) = x 4 in 
L 2 [-1, 1]. 

Question 3.2. 

(a) Let k ~ 1 be an integer. Suppose Pb q1c E '.Pk are the Lagrange interpola
tion polynomials that interpolate Jo, . •. .f1c at xo, ... , x1c and !1, ... , A+1 at 
x1, ... ,xk+l. respectively. Define 

r1c+i(x) = (x - xo)q1c(x)_ - (x - xk+1)P1c(x). 
Xk+1 - XO 

Prove that 1"k+1(x) is the Lagrange interpolation polynomial that interpolates 
Jo, ... , fk, and /1c+1 at xo, ... , x,., and x1c+i • 

(b) The trapezoidal numerical integration rule is given by 

fb 1 
la f(x)dx;:::: 2(b - a) [!(a)+ /(b)]. 

Let f E C2[a, b]. 
Prove that there exists e E (a, b) such that 

1b f(x) dx = ~(b- a) [/(a)+ f(b)] - :2 (b - a)3 /"(e). 

Let N ~ 1 be an integer, h = (b-a)/N, and Xk =a+ kh, k = 0, ... , N. Prove 
that there exists T/ E (a, b) such that 

f. f(x)dx ~ {~[/(a)+ /(b)J + h '};, /(x•) }- (b - ~¥"(•) h2
. 


